
Faculty Assembly - May 5, 2017 
Present: Cody Armond, Rachel Bowen, Amy Brunell, Terri Bucci, Mirel Caibar, Cynthia Callahan, Mollie 
Cavender, Sergei Chmutov, Stavros Constantinou, Ozeas Costa, Susan Delagrange, Joe Fahey, Alexandra 
Fronk, Steve Gavazzi, Glenn Hartz, Margaret Hersman, Adrienne Hopson, Norman Jones, Steven Joyce, Gary 
Kennedy, Andrew Kinney, Dawn Kitchen, Allyson Leedy, Delwin Lindsey, Phil Mazzocco, Kate Nelson, Scopas 
Poggo, Dennis Shaffer, Carolyn Skinner, Heather Tanner, David Tovey, Terri Winnick, Redmond Wood, Faith 
Wyzgoski. 

Excused: Stephen Abedon, Elizabeth Kolkovich, Carol Landry, Agus Muñoz-Garcia, Kate Shannon, John 
Thrasher 

I. Call to order and approval of last meeting minutes
The meeting was called to order at 1:37 pm. The faculty president asked if there were any edits to the minutes 
of the last Faculty Assembly meeting (Apr 3, 2017), which were electronically distributed in advance of the 
meeting. H. Tanner moved (and D. Lindsey seconded) a motion to approve the minutes as distributed. The 
motion passed with 3 abstentions.   

II. Announcements (David Tovey)
• Next Friday morning (May 12, 2017), at 9:30 am, there will be a discussion with Ruth Kinder and Larry

Krissek about the university-wide GE review process. Some noted that this could have serious impacts on
our offerings and on our budget, as thematic tracks are being considered.

III. Senate Report (Rachel Bowen)
There have been a number of meetings of the Senate and Faculty Council over the last two months. A more 
detailed summary of these meetings (including senate meetings on March 09, April 4 and 13; and faculty 
council meetings on March 23 and April 20) are attached at the end of these minutes. 

• Changes to the University Faculty Rules were approved at the Senate meeting in March. There is a general
move to include non-tenure-track faculty on all university committees.

• Undergraduate Student Government had the senate approve a Textbook Affordability proposal and are
asking faculty to put in their book requests on time for each semester, which can save students time and
money (bookstores can order early and find cheaper options). For Mansfield, it is important that faculty tell
the bookstore when no textbook is required so that it can convey that to students.

• Provost McPheron gave the State of Academic Affairs address at the March meeting. Most of the
presentation was general but it did highlight the importance of the GE review conversation that is taking
place. The foci for next academic year are interdisciplinarity and Inclusive Excellence, topics that play to the
strengths of regional campuses.

• Faculty Council meeting in March also discussed the textbook affordability proposal. Mike Hofherr (OCIO)
presented an update on the Affordable Learning Exchange (ALX) initiative, which has grants to help faculty
create open access online content (creative commons license). The aim is to save students $20 million by
2020 on textbooks. Some faculty at OSU Mansfield (Steve Abedon, Dennis Shaffer) have experience in
creating content under this program.

• There was an update on the work of the ad hoc committee on the process for investigating and sanctioning
faculty misconduct. Apparently, sexual misconduct have been deeply buried within “grave misconduct”,
which is not well defined. In addition, current policies do not meet federal standards. No resolution at this
point but policy is being reviewed. Research misconduct also came up, given the recent case of an OSU
researcher.

• The special senate meeting to discuss the energy management proposal was lengthy and contentious. There
was a split vote in support of the proposal (40 yes, 22 no, 14 abstentions). Board of Trustees have approved
it and the process will proceed. Rachel report that there was “significant unhappiness” with the way the
process was proposed and conducted.

• The April Senate meeting approved a proposal to establish the Translational Data Analytics Institute.
“Translational” means translating from the lab into the real world. It is supposed to be broad and house
faculty from a variety of fields including social sciences.

• There was also an update on the revision of the GE curriculum. Rachel had sent comments on the email
discussion that has taken place recently.

• Update on a policy regarding communications between the athletics department and faculty teaching



athletes.  
• The new Scholarly Activity Management System called Vita is operational (replaced Research In View).  
• Update on planned activities from the Institute of Teaching and Learning – UCAT will provide endorsements 

on teaching improvement efforts that can be used on annual reviews or tenure reviews. There should be a 
teaching culture survey in AU semester and the SEI process will undergo review in SP 2018. 

• Members of the Board of Trustees paid visit to the Senate to provide updates. Trustees are appointed by 
Ohio’s governor. They lobby the government on behalf of the university, in particular regarding budget issues. 

 
IV. Standing Committee reports 
 

Committee reports were distributed electronically.  
• Academic Enrichment Committee (Gary Kennedy): Cannot figure out how to get student members. Some 

committees have students, other do not. One suggestion was to search in the list of nominees for Buckeye 
Ambassadors – being on the list express a higher level of commitment. Other suggestion was to include this 
as a topic on orientation and promote student engagement this way. Emphasize the importance of this type 
of activity to student’s ability to network. Others suggest giving EXP points to reward student’s participation. 
David will follow up with advisors on the feasibility of these ideas. 

 
V. Update on Eco-programming Committee Activities (Kip Curtis) 
 

• Two items were approved by the committee and by the EC and now need approval by the faculty assembly. 
One is the Campus Management Hierarchy (attached at the end of these minutes) to guide decision making 
regarding the campus natural resources. The highest level on the hierarchy is to maintain its natural status. 
The second hierarchical level is the use for educational purposes, including teaching and research. The third 
and lowest level is the recreational use. The objective is to create a set of standards that will guide the use 
of these natural resources. A question was asked about who will review and approve these uses. Answer: 
the committee is consultative and can only provide advice. The hierarchy guides decisions but ultimately the 
dean makes the decision. Question: will there be an effort to insert this into the strategic plan? Formal 
approval of the hierarchy creates the need for a revision of the framework and strategic plans through the 
lens of the new hierarchy. Question: Is the entire campus subjected to this hierarchy? Answer: this is just for 
the forested/natural area of campus; shared services is responsible for dealing with all that happens on the 
developed area of the campus. Some noted the short lead-time given to faculty to review this issue before 
making a decision. Some asked about the implications of delaying this vote; others asked about the history 
of the work and deliberations leading to this document. A discussion ensued. Kip submitted a motion that 
the faculty assembly approve the hierarchy. The motion was passed with one abstention. 

• The second issue is to approve the concept of the urban gardening beds to be constructed on campus. 
External funding has been sought for this and a formal approval will facilitate securing funds. A few options 
for the location of the plots have been discussed. EC has approved the concept. Cost is an issue, and will 
factor on deciding the location. Some suggested parking lot 7, which is already a developed area on campus 
that has been underutilized. In order to move forward the approval of the faculty assembly is needed. Some 
suggested this seems like micromanagement. A discussion ensued. Kip submitted the motion to endorse 
the concept of developing urban agriculture on campus. The motion was approved with one abstention. 

• Kip provide some updates on the search for funding to pursue this and other ideas regarding the food 
intervention project in Mansfield. 

 
VI. Dean’s Report (Steve Gavazzi and Norman Jones) 
 

• Monday, May 8, there will be a meeting of the visioning committee. Jennifer Evans-Cowley is leaving at the 
end of this academic year. We hope to have a document that then goes to the provost at the end of the year 
that will then be taken to the board of trustees. 

• On Wednesday, May 10, it will be the council of deans last meeting of the academic year. The regional deans 
will also meet and will be joined by the associate deans. Some of the issues to be discussed include distance 
education and e-learning, hiring practices, faculty evaluation, curriculum planning – especially around 
engineering, revisit procedures for campus change, and the proposed open admissions in summer for the 
Columbus campus.  

• On May 24, the regional campuses meeting will be held at the Mansfield campus.  
• Annual reviews are in progress. Vast majority completed. The overall campus rating is going up (average 

last year was 2.7; this year is a 2.8).  
• SENR (the School of Environment and Natural Resources) is trying to hire someone from Vermont through 

the Discovery Themes. Dr. Jason Parker is the spouse, also an academic, and has gone through the 



interview process on our campus. The feedback from faculty was overwhelmingly positive. A letter of offer 
has been sent for a VAP position. SENR will help by funding 2/3 of the position. He can help support our 
ENR offerings. He has also been very successful with securing external grant funding and we can benefit 
from the indirect costs. Spouse will be housed at the Wooster campus. This situation will benefit us in many 
ways, including improving our relationship with SENR and the Wooster campus (OARDC). SENR wants to 
improve recruitment in the Cleveland area.   

• Ryan Schmiesing will replace Jennifer Evans-Cowley. He began his appointment as Vice Provost for 
Strategic Planning and Implementation on May 1, 2017. Previously, he served as assistant dean and senior 
administrative officer in the College of Food, Agricultural, and Environmental Sciences. He began his 
undergraduate experience at Ohio State’s Lima campus and earned his BS, MS, and PhD at The Ohio State 
University. Question: his title does not include regional campus so, will he have less time for the regionals 
than Jennifer did? Answer: we don’t know. Our expectations were low when Jennifer replaced Mike Boehm 
but she was able to increase our contacts with Columbus. We hope the same will happen with Ryan. He is 
visiting our campus on May 24, for the regional campuses meeting.  

• We need a recycling program on campus. Why can’t we have a program? Reductions in custodial staff has 
been an issue. We can use the monthly visit of the Richland County Recycling program to campus. Larry 
Stimpert spoke about that on a senior staff meeting. Personnel limitations make it difficult to implement. Can 
we have a recycling program that is entirely run by students? The student support committee will take on 
this issue, which was raised on the Campus Culture Survey.  

 
VII. Changes to the charge of the Diversity and Inclusion Committee (David Tovey) 
 

The committee has proposed to add the following language to its charge: 
 

“8. Work closely with the Diversity and Inclusion Director to update and implement the Diversity and 
Inclusion Strategic Plan and Assessment Plan for the Mansfield Campus”.  

 

The change, which is coming from the Executive Committee, was approved with one abstention. 
 
VIII. Changes to the charge of the Professional Development Committee (David Tovey) 
 

The committee has proposed to remove the following language from its charge: 
 

“5. Review the appropriateness of specific research-related proposals for computer hardware and 
software and recommending appropriate action”.  

 

The change stems from the fact that the OCIO (not the PDC) is now responsible for dealing with technology 
issues. Removing this language will bring the committee charge in line with current practice. The change was 
approved unanimously. 
 
IX. PDC recommendation regarding conference travel fund application (Amy Brunell) 
 

The PDC recommends that deadlines for requesting conference travel funds (currently Oct 1 and April 1) be 
eliminated. These dates do not align with the way faculty travel and can cause conflict for faculty. Going 
forward, faculty can apply to travel funds whenever the need arises. It should be clear that this in addition to 
the individual limits that faculty have for conference travel. The committee also indicate that requests for 
international travel are already being considered on a rolling basis. The change was approved unanimously. 
 
X. Changes to the POA proposed by the Curriculum Committee (David Tovey) 
 

• A change was proposed to the section on performance review of associated faculty (page 4, section 3.1.2). 
The new language proposed for the section on “Lectures and Senior Lectures” is as follows (the 
additions/changes to the language are highlighted in yellow): “Appointment as a lecturer requires that the 
individual have, at a minimum, a master’s degree (or equivalent experience) in a field appropriate for the 
subject matter to be taught. Evidence of or potential for high quality instructional ability is required. Lecturers 
are not eligible for tenure. Appointment as a senior lecturer requires that the individual have, at a minimum, 
a doctorate or terminal degree in a field appropriate for the subject matter to be taught, along with evidence 
of ability to provide high quality instruction; or a master’s degree and at least five years of teaching experience 
at OSU-Mansfield with documented high-quality performance. Senior lecturers are not eligible for tenure. 
Lecturers’ and senior lecturers’ responsibilities pertain strictly to formal course instruction. The assessment 
of teaching includes more than judging performance before a classroom audience. In addition, course 
organization, communication of course goals to students, motivation, testing, and help outside of the 
classroom all contribute to teaching success. Professional development in the classroom and beyond is 
supported and recognized. The Associate Dean will follow criteria established by TIUs in determining 



whether a candidate is qualified for a lecturer appointment. Auxiliary appointments are generally made for a 
period of one year, unless a shorter period is appropriate to the circumstances. All associated faculty 
appointments expire at the end of the appointment term and become eligible for contract renewal based on 
a performance review as well as the continued need for the position.” The title for the position was also 
changed from Auxiliary Faculty to Associated Faculty.  

• A change was also proposed to section 2 (Campus Mission), on the paragraph about Ohio State Quality 
(page 3, first paragraph). The new language proposed is as follows (the additions/changes to the language 
are highlighted in yellow): “All courses and curricula offered on the Mansfield campus fully maintain the same 
content and standards as those offered in Columbus. All regular faculty hold the highest degree awarded by 
their profession, and all non-tenure track faculty hold a master’s degree or higher, except in extenuating 
circumstances. Regular faculty are members of their OSU departments and meet departmental criteria for 
promotion and tenure. Regular faculty are expected to remain current in their professions by engaging in 
active scholarship. Associated faculty meet criteria for renewal through excellence in teaching.” 

• Section 3.2.2 (page 6). The title for the position was changed from Auxiliary Faculty to Associated Faculty.  
• Section 4. Annual Reviews (page 6). The new language proposed for this section is as follows (the 

additions/changes to the language are highlighted in yellow): “The Dean, in consultation with the Associate 
Dean, conducts the annual review of all regular faculty. The Associate Dean conducts the annual review of 
all associated faculty and visiting faculty members. TIU’s must also conduct annual reviews for regular 
regional campus faculty members, and the faculty member bears the responsibility of finding out what 
documentations the TIU requires. For regular faculty, the campus annual review focuses primarily on 
teaching and service; the TIU bears primary responsibility for assessing research productivity. For 
associated faculty, annual reviews facilitate formative self-reflection, improvement, and innovation of 
teaching.” 

• Section 4.1 (page 6). A small addition (highlighted in yellow) was made to the following language: “The 
annual review covers a regular faculty member’s performance over the previous calendar year in relation to 
expected performance in teaching, service, and research…” On page 7 (still section 4.1) the following 
addition (highlighted in yellow) was made: “Faculty members must update their core dossier (or, in the case 
of associated faculty, submit annual review materials) by January 31 of the year following the year to be 
reviewed.”  

• Section 6.1.1 Teaching (page 11). Changes to the following language are highlighted in yellow: “Consistent 
with its mission, the Mansfield Campus requires excellent teaching for promotion, tenure, and renewal.” 

 

These changes were approved unanimously. 
 
XI. Change to the APT document proposed by the Curriculum Committee (Heather Tanner) 
 

The committee has recommended (and the EC has approved the recommendation) to add the following 
language to the APT document: “Promotions and tenure decisions on all probationary faculty will be voted on 
by all tenured faculty (2/3 quorum) who attend a promotion-and-tenure meeting called for that purpose.” 
Heather Tanner provided the rationale for the change. The current rule on the APT document states that “a 
minimum of five tenured faculty be required to vote on the tenure and promotion of probationary faculty”. 
Additional justification for this change are provided in the minutes of the EC meeting from April 10, 2017. A   
discussion ensued. There were concerns about how this vote by the whole faculty body would be implemented, 
since letters of recommendation need to be received by the TIU in September. It can work if the tenure 
committee does the preliminary work in May and the faculty assembly meets in early September to vote on the 
case(s). This will give enough time for the tenure committee(s) to write the letters and submit them to the TIU. 
This change, if approved, will be added to section 6.2.1. Promotion to Associate Professor with Tenure of the 
APT document. A vote was cast (unanimously) to approve this recommendation and proceed with its 
implementation on the APT document. 
 
XII. Change to the POA document proposed by the Curriculum Committee (Heather Tanner) 
 

The committee has recommended (and the EC has approved the recommendation) to add the following 
language to the POA document: “The dean shall consult with the Curriculum Committee, concurrently with 
the relevant department/TIU, before abolishing courses or adopting, altering, or abolishing majors or minors 
or any existing programs.” Question: what position would this put the campus or the Dean in if we ran out of 
faculty in an area due, for instance, to retirements? A discussion ensued. Some pointed out that this is not 
tying the hands of the Dean but just suggesting that he/she shall consult with the Curriculum Committee 
before making a decision. Also, it is consistent with language and procedures current practiced by the 
university. The recommendation was approved unanimously. 
 



XIII. Change to the workload policy (POA) document proposed by the PDC (Dawn Kitchen) 
 

In order to reduce confusion, the PDC has established a list of priorities to be used by the Deans when 
awarding course reductions to faculty. At the top of the list are the “research” reductions traditionally awarded 
to probationary tenure-track faculty. Next are the administrative reductions, including positions for which 
somebody would need to be hired if no faculty were assigned to do it (such as running the art gallery/art 
studio) - these also include program coordinators and faculty president. The next category are the reductions 
earned from extra teaching, such as those given to faculty members that accumulated independent studies 
courses. Last on the list are those course reductions awarded by the PDC to faculty that apply for such 
reductions. Members of the committee stressed that one main reason that prompted this change was to be 
able to differentiate when a course reduction was “owed” to faculty from when it was being “asked” by the 
faculty. Another important clarification provided was that – in the case of earned teaching reductions – only 
extra teaching done in Mansfield would count for this (faculty teaching graduate courses or independent 
studies courses to students in Columbus would not count). There was a discussion about the administrative 
reductions and which positions should be awarded reductions. In particular, the discussion centered around 
the pros and cons of awarding a course reduction for the faculty secretary position. A straw poll was taken to 
sense the level of support for awarding the faculty secretary position with a course reduction. There were 15 
votes in favor, 5 against, and 5 abstentions. A motion was put forth by Cynthia Callahan (seconded by Del 
Lindsey) to vote on the workload policy as submitted – without course reduction for faculty secretary. The 
motion was approved with 5 abstentions. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 3:46 pm.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Senate Report for Faculty Assembly 20170505 

SENATE MEETING 20170309 

2. Proposal to Approve Changes to the University Faculty Rules 
   Stefan Niewiesk, Chair, Rules Committee 

3335-5-48.6 Council on enrollment and student progress. 
[Whereas] 
[Proposal] 

1. Would add a not-TT faculty member to committee 
2. Also eliminates “regular” in all instances of “regular tenure-track faculty” 
3. Passed 

3. Undergraduate Student Government Textbook Affordability Proposal 
   Sam Whipple, Senior Delegate to University Senate, USG 
[Proposal] 

1. First step of many: more timely textbook orders to facilitate student savings 
2. Q: Aren’t we mostly talking about high-cost books for high-enrollment intro courses?  Can we 

include language to give more leeway for, for example, Humanities courses that respond to current 
events and don’t involve high-cost textbooks?  A: proposal refers to “practicability,” which should 
cover these situations.   

3. Q: (Wayne Carlson) providing context.  Nothing has required textbook orders to be placed by the 
deadline.  Board of Regents directed all schools to come up with a plan, which OSU submitted in 
early 2010.  That plan would increase awareness of textbook costs (on a website now taken over by 
OSU Libraries).  Have sent letters to every faculty members reminding them of the deadline and 
later to those that had not submitted on time – but didn’t see any real increase in actually 
submitting orders on time. 

4. Passed. 

Provost Bruce McPheron 
State of Academic Affairs Senate Address. 
Major themes: 

• Initiatives 
o University Institute for Teaching and Learning 
o Second-Year Transformational Experience Program 
o Affordable Learning Exchange 

• Mission-Vision Statement, Framework Plan, and Strategic Plan 
o Reaffirmation process – site visit is later this month (as announced 

by Norman, will be at Mansfield on 3/22) 
o “A National powerhouse changes the world” 

• 2016-17 conversations 
o General Education 
o Graduate Education 

• 2 foci for the future (2017-18 conversations) 
o Ability to collaborate and connect – interdisciplinarity 
o Inclusive excellence 

 
 



 
FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING 20170323 

4. Textbook Orders – 4:05–4:25 PM  
   Follow-up on senate resolution 
   ALX program 
      Mike Hofherr, Vice President and Chief Information Officer 

• Hoffher: Textbook affordability plan doesn’t actually reduce the cost of textbooks, plus loss of sales 
tax revenue, especially for counties. 

o Goal is to help students save $20M by 2020. 
o Focus on Open Education Resources – help faculty create these resources through grants 

through WOW Cable.  Have more money than faculty participation; please apply!   
o Unizin with Day One Access model: E-reader platform can work but is billed through the 

registrar’s office.  Gives them access until graduation with a chance to opt-in to lifelong 
access. 

o All for getting in orders early (could save $2.5M), but this other stuff is bigger. 
o Research suggests better academic impacts.  Lower drop rate and withdraw rate and higher 

>C rate.   
o (Examples) – Adopt, curate, or create. 
o Ongoing research, looking specifically at low-income students. 
o Looking for proposals, especially high-enrollment GE courses. 
o Generally, there are options to get content offline. 

6. 04 Ad Hoc Committee Update – 4:45-5:00 PM  
   Blaine Lilly, Chair, 04 Ad Hoc Committee (to review the process of investigating and sanctioning faculty 
misconduct) 

• Look at 04 rule, especially in light of the resolution agreement signed by OSU and the federal 
government around sexual misconduct policy – the other problem is research misconduct.  
Previously, sexual misconduct was buried within “grave misconduct.”  Recommendation is to 
change this rule. 

o Specifically reference sexual misconduct policy 
o Remove sexual misconduct allegations to university rather than chair, dean, college, etc. – 

in part for privacy reasons. 
o Separate committee of tenured faculty to adjudicate sexual misconduct cases. 
o Amend policy to reflect changes made to the rule. 

• Nowhere in faculty rules does it say that rules trump policies, even though the rules are a part of 
the Ohio Revised Code and the policies are not. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SENATE MEETING 20170404 (Special meeting) 
Background:  

Provost McPheron’s March 30 letter: 
[https://www.osu.edu/energymanagement/index.php?id=61] 

Media Release 
[Energy partnership to support Ohio State’s sustainability and academic mission] 

Resources 
• Details of the partnership 
• Academic collaboration proposal 
• ENGIE-Axium background 
• Project Timeline 

Chapters of the proposal 
• ENGIE-Axium letter 
• Organization and structure 
• Human resources 
• Visionary project 

AGENDA 
1. Secretary’s Introduction 
Tim Gerber, University Senate Secretary 

• Purpose 
o Inform re details of proposal 
o Provide to the president and board a sense of the senate 

2. Details of the Recommendation to the University Board of Trustees 
Michael V. Drake, President 
Bruce McPheron, Provost 
Mike Papadakis, Treasurer and VP for Financial Services and Innovation 

• Drake: Culmination of 2.5 years of discussion with 30+ groups across 
campus.  Have had considerable input from faculty, staff, and students.  
Also engaged in strategic planning and this partnership will help us 
achieve our “audacious goals.”  Sustainability, opportunity to strengthen 
our core mission with “considerable investments,” will be 
“transformational.”   

• McPheron: Sustainability is a driving force behind the project, but we it 
also needs to reinforce the academic mission of the university.  “I feel 
very comfortable” that this will reinforce our academic mission. 

• Papadakis:  Sustainability (improve energy efficiency 25%), Operations 
(manage all of the systems; OSU one of the few universities that still 
owns these pieces), Supply (assist OSU in purchasing on best terms, but 
OSU maintains control), Academic Collaboration (support faculty, staff, 
and students – including permanent funds for sustainability curriculum 
etc.). 

• Papadakis: Process: RFQ narrowed 44 companies to 10 teams at RFI phase.  6 
teams invited for the RFP and three bids were actually submitted.  
“Engagement highlights” includes Faculty Advisors Groups, Council on the 
Physical Environment, and Council on Sustainability. 

• McPheron: President and Provost’s Council on Sustainability set goals and 
recommended academic collaboration, Faculty Advisory Group includes energy 
experts from campus and provided technical review and helped shape RFP, 
Council on the Physical Environment reviewed HR elements.  Then asked 



these three groups to give input on the proposals.  Emphasizing: Did not 
ask these groups to vote on whether or not to do this; asked instead to 
weigh in on various aspects of the RFP as well as on the 3 final bids.  
There have also been engagement processes over and above these three 
groups. 

o Bids ranked by the three advisory groups on academic collaboration, 
technical, HR, and financial.  Each group came to the same 
conclusion on the top bid. 

• Papadakis: Also had representation from a variety of staff offices that 
looked at all angles to make sure everything was covered.  That team 
independently also ranked this bid at the top.  Overview of proposal: 

o [Interruption: Are we ever going to get to a discussion?  Slide was 
then advanced] 

• McPheron: Upfront payment ($1.015B) + $150M for academic collaboration.  
Energy Advancement and Innovation Center – an R&D center for 
concessionaire – provides broad opportunities to focus on sustainability.  
Collaboration between OSU, ENGIE, and industry experts. 

• Papadakis: provides capital investment, but each project still must be 
approved by OSU.   

• Papadakis: Oversight, flexibility, and end of contract: 
o 8 key performance indicators.  All are at or above current levels.  

Financial penalties attached to missing these KPIs. 
o OSU will form an Energy Advisory Committee make up of staff, 

faculty, and student representation with broad expertise in energy. 
o Flexibility: new technologies can be trialed and implemented. 
o At end of contract, assets will revert back to OSU absent new 

agreements. 
• Papadakis: ENGIE (French) and Axium (Canadian) will form Ohio State Energy 

Partners.   
• Papadakis: Fee structure: total cost will be consistent with current cost 

structure.  Fixed fee of $45M, 1.5% annual increase.  Operating fee starts 
at $9.2M with annual adjustment.  Variable fee – funding to be split 50/50 
on debt and equity.  We believe their costs will be lower than OSU’s would 
be, which makes up for OSU’s increased through the higher costs of capital 
through this means. 

o [Q: inflation figures.  Break-even point is annualized inflation 
rate around 3%, but if inflation is annualized at 2%, OSU loses over 
$250M.  Who did the math?  This is a risky investment!  We still do 
not know how this deal works.  Why do we need a private partner to 
help with sustainability and conservation?  The answer seems to be 
the repeated assertion that we need to partner, with no explanation 
of the supposed deficiencies of our own resources (HR, intellectual 
capital, etc.).   

 A: re the math: nearly all the upfront capital is put in the 
Endowment and we only use the annual return, which is much 
more significant than the fixed fee component.  Also, the 
fixed fee is subject to the KPIs.]   

• McPheron: we retain everything what we’re good at now, but get more 
resources. 

• Drake: This is a complicated agreement.  Our long-term forecast and 
stability of partnership was important to the potential partners.   

• Discussion 
o Grant proposals always have to include potential pitfalls, so what 

are the ones here?  Also, we have had a very short time to review 
and discuss these proposals and this leaves a bad taste in speaker’s 
mouth. 

 Economic: Well, we’re setting aside the funds upfront (into 
endowment).  This will change culture to some extent and there 



are potential legal pitfalls, but we are satisfied they have 
been answered, 

o Strategic initiatives mentioned in proposal – what is included and 
how does this converge or diverge from Discovery Themes and in 
rebuilding TT faculty and reversing growth in adjunct use? 

 Strategic themes can’t be determined now.  No specific 
interest in adjusting types of faculty. 

o Ability for students and faculty to push for OSU’s divestment from 
fossil fuels? 

 ENGIE is one of the world’s leading enterprises in moving away 
from fossil fuels.  Also, we retain our rights to specify what 
our sources of energy might be. 

o Who will win and who will lose when the business aims of a private 
company conflict with the aims of a public university? 

 There are still many things that we have to approve.  We had 
very high standards for the bids (why we got so few bids in 
the end). 

 Both parties can also win and it can truly be a partnership. 
 What are our aspirations and how will we fund them in the 

future given downward pressure on tuition and state subsidy? 
o After 2025 goals, will concessionaire be held to the same high 

standards.? 
 Yes, that is one of the tasks of the advisory committee 

o As we go forward, what do we see the role of shared governance being 
in oversight of this? 

 Energy Advisory Committee, but also annual reporting that will 
lay out progress on goals as well as expenditures. 

 Board of Trustees are the partners who have fiduciary 
responsibility for the goals of the university. 

o If this is about sustainability, and OSU is an academic institution 
and we aspire to compete academically, why am I hearing that we are 
aspiring to be greener than our competitors rather than our academic 
excellence? 

 Strategic Planning process.  This is just one part of that, 
providing needed resources.  What we are is a university and 
we will be investing these resources to meet that core 
mission. 

o What kind of diversity benchmarks will be included in this plan?  
Would it differ from some of the university’s diversity and 
inclusion benchmarks? 

 Thanks for bringing that up. 

3. Sense of the Senate Resolution 
Bruce McPheron, Provost 

• Discussion 
o Sam Whipple (USG): moved amendment to enhance shared governance. 

 Amendments carry. 
• Voice vote: result is mixed 
• Motion for recount by paper ballot. 

o Will abstentions be considered as inability to make an informed 
decision?   

 Yes. 
o Result: motion passes.  40 yes, 22 no, 14 abstentions. 

NB:  Updated web page for CEMP is https://www.osu.edu/energymanagement/  

 



SENATE MEETING 20170413 

4. Proposal to Establish the Translational Data Analytics Institute 
   John Buford, Chair, Council on Academic Affairs 
[Proposal]    [Appendices]    [Letters of Support] 

• Q: What does “translational” mean? A: translating from the lab into the real world.  Q: 
might I suggest a different word?  A: “Translational” has been used this way in medicine for 
quite some time.  Additional: This term is widely known to funders, etc.  And: National 
Sciences Foundation is likely to begin a program in TDA and we have been invited to 
participate in a workshop. 

• Q: Is this both applied and pure data analysis?  A: Both, have faculty in Statistics, Math, 
Political Science, etc. – even Law. 

• Passes. 

5. Update on the Revision of the General Education Curriculum 
   Cathy Montalto, Faculty Fellow and Co-lead 
   Lawrence Krissek, Faculty Fellow and Co-lead 
      General Education Review Coordinating Committee 

• Timeline – listening sessions (Spring 2017) lead to outline of GE goals and template(s) 
(Summer 2017), followed by listening sessions to gauge response to goals and template(s) 
(Fall 2017).  Action towards approval and implementation expected to begin in 2018. 

• Emerging themes and recommendations: 
o Cohesive and integrated program 
o Breadth and “transformative experiences” outside of comfort zone 
o Education for citizenship (including global), communication skills (writing, 

speaking), literacy broadly defined, some attention to resilience/ self-care/ mindful 
living/ stress management 

o Intentionally a multi-year program 
o Interest in thematic components 
o Interdisciplinarity and team teaching opportunities 
o Take advantage of non-traditional course formats 

• Q: Hoping you’re also thinking about technological literacy and visual communication 
• Q: Will GE courses with specific content be mandated to be taught by folks with 

demonstrated knowledge in those content areas? 
• Q: Are we comparing to GE requirements at peer institutions and also teaching institutions?  

A: Yes, but mostly large, diverse institutions. 
• Q: What’s a “thematic component” or a “comfort zone”?  A: common to have linked 

collections of courses that focus on the same or related topics as opposed to a pure 
distribution model.  Ex: sustainability, citizenship, environment, etc. 

• Q: How are sustainability goals being incorporated given their Teaching and Learning 
components?  A: right now, we’re in a listening phase, but they will be. 

• Q: Is one of the goals to ensure that time to graduation is not extended?  A: absolutely. 
• Q: How will faculty loads be counted in interdisciplinary and team teaching?  Because these 

courses are counted as a half class rather than a whole class, many people shy away.  A: We 
are focused on student outcomes and there is a lot of support for removing barriers to team 
teaching, so we will pursue that at the end of the process. 

• Drake: Let’s try to look at the University as a whole entity and avoid silo-ization.  



 
FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING 20170420 

2. Communications Policy from Department of Athletics – 3:40-3:55 
   John Davidson, Faculty Athletics Representative 
      Faculty Athletics Representative 
      Department of Athletics Guideline 

• FAR is NCAA mandated position 
• “Impermissible communications” policy intended to ensure that all units can operate free 

from Athletics influence.  Essentially, coaches, boosters, etc., shouldn’t be talking to faculty. 
• Student athletes do about as well academically as the general student population. 

3. Vita: New Scholarly Activity Management System – 3:55–4:10 PM  
   Mike Hofherr, Chief Information Officer 
   Kay Wolf, Vice-Provost for Academic Policy and Faculty Resources 

• Vita is the new RIV.  (Thompson Reuters killed RIV.) 
• Improvements: Global Search to find faculty activities, rich text editing in narratives, 

Dossiers now downloadable in Word, Dossier preview, and synchronizer in Elements so you 
don’t need to do as much extraneous data entry (for, e.g., pulling in publication info). 

• Everything should be migrated properly at this point. 
• Impact factor is currently missing because of contract issues.  (It is a proprietary measure 

from Thompson Reuters). 
• https://vita.osu.edu/# 
• vita@osu.edu or 8-help  

4. Institute of Teaching and Learning, Current and Planned Activities – 4:10–4:30 PM  
   Kay Halasek, Director Institute of Teaching and Learning 

• Core areas: Instructional Support, Research, Policy, Communication 
• Coming in Au2017: “Endorsements” in online teaching, course design, new faculty, 

mentoring.  Idea is to create space for colleges, departments, etc., to create their own 
endorsements. 

• Watch for teaching culture survey in Autumn 2017. 
• Policy – P&T criteria, establishment of best practices including peer review of online 

teaching.  Next year: Associated Faculty (modeled on MFD), PET, SEI. 
• Q SEIs?  A they are being reviewed in the next year. 
• Q Relationship with UCAT?  A We are using some of UCAT’s more successful programs as 

endorsements so that they can be more meaningful in p&t/ reviews, etc.  
• Look for a better website in the Autumn. 

5. Update from Government Affairs and Board of Trustees – 4:30-5:00 PM  
   Blake Thompson, Vice President and Secretary of the Board 
   Michael Gasser, Vice-chair, Board of Trustees 

• (first visit from board members to the Faculty Council) 
• Trustees are appointed by governor to represent the interests of the university. 



• OH just now beginning to see the trend that has afflicted the Southeast, including parallel 
downward trends in state revenue and support for higher ed. 

• Trustees take part in politicking in Columbus on budget issues and others. 
• Making some progress on the possibility of tuition flexibility. 
• Mike Gasser:  former CEO of Grief, at mid-point of 9 year term on Board, also on corporate 

boards (Bob Evans, Batelle, James Cancer Center).   
• Q strategic planning?  A Board’s job is to push the president and provost to be both 

aspirational and realistic.   

 
 
 
 

Management Hierarchy Ohio State Mansfield Natural Landscape 
February 28 2017 

 
This Management Hierarchy is designed to guide decision-making about activities and uses of the Ohio State 
Mansfield’s natural landscape. 
 
Priority #1 
Restore and maintain a healthy and diverse natural landscape. The Ohio State Mansfield natural landscape should be 
managed toward the long-term goal of restoring and maintaining an ecologically healthy and biologically diverse 
natural landscape on as many acres and in as contiguous a way as possible. 
 
Priority #2  
Create low-impact access that allows use of the natural landscape as a laboratory and classroom.  This priority 
contributes to the goal of a healthy landscape (forest and campus core) by engaging educational practices in 
monitoring and observational activities that will add data to our overall knowledge about forest conditions.  It also 
contributes by engaging training practices that accomplish the management needs of specific parts of the forest, 
contributing to the research about healthy and diverse landscapes and biodiversity, and utilizing or developing best 
practices to minimize the impact of human use.  
 
Note: Increased access creates the risk of mis-use and abuse of the landscapes.  Too many people in the same spot, 
too many visitors, too many returns to the same locations can conflict with priority #1.  Thus, in utilizing the landscape 
as a laboratory and classroom, users should always be mindful of the first priority.  
 
Priority #3 
Make the landscape available to our community for use. Our goal is to have it available primarily for educational 
activities (K-12, extension, community), and to a lesser extent for recreational use.  Acceptable recreational use will 
have little or no impact on the first two priorities. 

 

 

 


